
PINDAR'S TWELFTH OLYMPIAN 
AND THE FALL OF THE DEINOMENIDAI 

I. THE ODE 

THE ode celebrates a number of victories (all of them, as we shall see, in the sdoAtXoc, 
the 'long' race) won by a certain Ergoteles, of Himera in Sicily. It is not in any proper 
sense an Olympian at all: the first victory mentioned was at Olympia, which is why the ode 
was classified by Aristophanes of Byzantium among the Olympians; but the most recent of 
the victories, the immediate occasion of the ode, was won not at Olympia but at Pytho.1 

The ode begins with an invocation of Fortune, and a prayer that she should protect the 
victor's city. From this it proceeds, in the regular fashion of the Greek hymn, to a statement 
of Fortune's power; and this statement then merges into a gnomic passage on the instability 
and unpredictability of human affairs, from which in turn we emerge to the victor and to 
his changing fortune and final success. 

'I pray you, daughter of Zeus of Freedom, keep in your care Himera in her widespread 
might, o saviour Fortune. Yours is the piloting of swift ships on the sea, and on land 
of rapid warfare and gatherings where men give counsel; while men have their hopes 
tossed often up, and now down, as they cleave a sea of vain illusion, 

'and none yet on earth has found a sure token from the gods about an issue that is 
to be, and their perception of what is to come is blind. Men have found many a thing 
fall out contrary to their judgement, to the reverse of delight; while others have met with 
grievous squalls and then in a moment got abundant good in place of hurt. 

'Son of Philanor, so it is with you: by the hearth of your kin, like a cock that fights 
at home, the glory of your feet would have shed its leaves without renown, if civil strife 
that sets man against man had not bereft you of your native Knossos. But now, instead, 
you have taken a garland at Olympia, and twice from Pytho, and at the Isthmos, 
Ergoteles; and you take in your hands the hot waters of the nymphs and consort with 
fields that are your own.' 

II. THE VICTOR 

Ergoteles son of Philanor was a citizen of Himera in Sicily-a citizen, but not a native: 
as Pindar tells us (i6), he was born a Cretan, in Knossos, but had to leave Knossos as a 
result of cractc. When he came to live in Himera, no-one tells us; but we can make a very 
probable guess. 

At some time in the late 480's Himera was in the power of a tyrant, Terillos; and this 
Terillos was then expelled by Theron tyrant of Akragas. It was Terillos's appeal to 
Carthage that provided the occasion of the Carthaginian invasion of Sicily in 480, defeated 
by Gelon tyrant of Syracuse and Theron at the battle of Himera; the expulsion of Terillos 
is therefore earlier, but presumably no long time earlier, than 480.2 

We next hear of Himera in Diodoros's narrative (xi 48. 6-8) under the year 476/5. 
Theron had installed his son Thrasydaios as ruler of Himera; Thrasydaios governed harshly, 
and the Himeraians, seeing no hope in an appeal to Theron, looked for help elsewhere. 

1 Similarly Olympian ix is classified as an Olympian that the Carthaginians spent three years in prepara- 
because it begins with the Olympic victory (of 468) tion for the invasion, the three years is measured not 
and comes only thereafter to the Pythian victory from Terillos's expulsion (of which no word) but 
(of 466). from an alleged agreement between Persia and 

2 The facts in Herodotos, vii 165. No other Carthage to synchronize their invasions, and need be 
evidence for the date: when Diodoros (xi I. 5) says no more historical than the agreement. 



Now at Syracuse the second of the Deinomenid tyrants, Gelon's brother and successor 
Hieron, was at this time on the brink of war with Theron, who was supporting a third 
brother Polyzalos in disaffection against him; and the Himeraians made overtures to 
Hieron, offering, if he would attack their city, to revolt and engineer a surrender. But 
Hieron, rather than go to war with Theron, preferred to negotiate a settlement; and as an 
earnest of his goodwill he revealed to Theron the proposals that the Himeraians had made. 
The gesture succeeded: Theron investigated, found the information true, and settled his 
differences with Hieron. But Himera paid the price: Theron arrested his opponents there 
and put them to death. There were, says Diodoros, 'many of them' (,roAAoVc vrTac). Then, 
still under the same year in Diodoros (xi 49. 3), Theron, seeing that after his executions in 
Himera the city was short of inhabitants, settled there 'Dorians and others who wished' and 
enrolled them as citizens.3 

Diodoros recounts all this under the year 476/5; and though Diodoros's dates are not 

completely reliable, the margin of error is unlikely to be very great.4 Now it will appear 
in a moment that Ergoteles's victories were won in or about the years 472-464; it is an 
obviously attractive supposition that he was one of the Dorians admitted to citizenship at 
Himera in 476 or shortly afterwards. The d0AtXoc seems to have been of about 4,000 
metres;5 if Ergoteles came to Himera when of undergraduate age, he would be ripe three 
or four years later for his career as oAXoSpdo'poc. Proof of course is out of the question; 
but the dates fit so well that I suppose the probability to be very strong. 

III. THE VICTORIES AND THEIR DATES 

Pausanias, in his description of Olympia, gives the essential facts about Ergoteles 
(vi 4. II): 'EpyoTreArc SE o' iLAadvopoc oA[Xlov 8vo 'v 'OVAvjLrrat viKcac, rocav'rac 8E adAAac IlvOol 

Kal Ev 'Ic0LU&t TE Kat NEpEIWcV aVtLPYJEv'oc, OvX ItCEppalc Etvat TO EF adpX7)C, Kaa7rrTp yE TO c7rypappa 
TO E '7Ta avtlrj, EaL AE'Ea Kvpccctoc'e EK7 TECAeV S ra CTaCtT EKKvwc Kvcco Ka ec 

CIepcpav addtKoIeVoc 7roAlrLac T ETVXE Kal rroAXAa eVpero aAAa eC Ttl7V. 

This account is evidently based on two sources: the inscription on his statue, for his 
victories; and Pindar, for his Cretan origins. One source, Pindar, is here before us; and 
since I953 we have possessed a good part of the other source, the inscription. This (S.E.G. 
xi I223a) is the left half of a thin bronze plate inscribed stoichedon in the Ionic alphabet, 
with letter-forms appropriate to a date before the middle of the fifth century:6 

'EpyoTreXrc l' adveOrKe -. --- - 

"EAAavac vuKC:v 17v0t[a 38c o'AtXov 
Katl v' 'OAvt .doac, 8[lc T' e NeJ, ct rTE Kat 'IcOpct, 

'Ijupat aaOavarov LvI'[at' apeTac e ?IEvat. 

3 OTpcov 6e erd rjv C'Ifepalov, cqpay'V OpeCv t, v 

6AtVl oiKr]'6pOWV eoler]vJ CvvOl)KtCEV eic ravr,Tv zov'c re 

Awoptetc Kalt civ daAAcwv rovc flov: oEovoev E'ntoAltoypd- 
(prcev. I can neither construe the sentence (with its 
two unconnected verbs) nor understand the article in 
rovc Aeopteic; but whatever the corruption I do not 
think that the sense can be in any doubt. 

4 There are two controls. (a) Diodoros, after 
recording Theron's importation of new citizens, 
continues (xi 49. 4) oroot . . . pe' dijiAov Kaiacc 

otOiltrVO/deVOt e8TE3lACaVr] T7 2eEVTIlKOVTa Kat dOKTc, until 
the destruction of Himera by the Carthaginians. He 
records this destruction (xiii 62) under 409/8; his 
'fifty-eight' is most likely a miscalculation for 'sixty- 
eight', and that gives 477/6 or (by inclusive reckoning) 
476/5. (b) An ancient commentator supposed 0. ii 

95-8, in an ode for Theron's Olympic chariot-victory 
of 476, to allude to the revolt of his cousins Kapys 
and Hippokrates (sch. 173 f, g), and that revolt 
seems likely to have been linked with the disaffection 
at Himera (sch. I73g: Theron defeated them ozept 
Triv 'I, lpav); what matters here is not whether the 
commentator was right or wrong in scenting the 
allusion (I think it likely that he was wrong; though I 
believe that there is an allusion in 0. ii 15-20, after 
a prayer for the continuance of the dynasty), but that 
he presumably knew it to be chronologically possible. 

5 For the evidence (which shows some discrepancy) 
see Juthner, Die athletischen Leibesiibungen der Griechen 
i i. Io8-9, n. 232. 

6 Jeffery, The local scripts of archaic Greece 246: 
'unlikely to be much, if at all, later than 450.' 
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There is room for doubt about the detail of the supplements,7 but there can be no doubt 
about the general sense. Pausanias's account is confirmed: Ergoteles won two victories at 
each of the four great games.8 

But when Pindar wrote his ode the tally was not yet complete: two Pythian victories, 
but only one Olympian, one Isthmian,9 and no Nemeian. We may ignore the Isthmian 
and Nemeian victories (which we have no means of dating), and confine ourselves to the 
Olympian and Pythian: when the ode was written, Ergoteles had two Pythian victories and 
one Olympian; at some time after the ode he won a second victory at Olympia. If we can 
date the four victories, we shall know within what limits the ode must fall. 

Our most valuable evidence for the dates is of course the Oxyrhynchos victor-list 
(P. Oxy. 222 =F. Gr. Hist. 415). This gives us the dAtXoc-victors at Olympia for 476, 
472, and 468; there is then a gap until 452. The victor of 472 is Ergoteles. The victors 
of 476 and 468 are not Ergoteles; his other Olympic victory was therefore either 480 (or 
earlier) or 464 (or later). Two considerations between them point to 464 as the most 
likely date: first, if Ergoteles came to Himera in c. 476, 480 or earlier is excluded; secondly, 
an interval of eight years between his two Olympic victories is on general grounds more 
probable than one of twelve or more, so that 464 is more probable than 460 or later. 
Neither consideration of course gives certainty: Ergoteles may have come to Himera at 
some other time, and an interval of twelve years cannot be firmly excluded. But 464 is 
certainly the most likely of the possible dates. 

Our other direct evidence is in the Pindaric scholia, in their preliminary notice to the 
ode. This appears in two versions, which I shall call A (the 'Ambrosian' version, in A; 

7 Those in 2 and 4 are due to Kunze, who first 
published the epigram (Kretika Chronika vii [1953] 
138-45; V. Olympia-Bericht [I956] 153-6); in 3 I 
replace his 6[v'o 6' "IcOuLa Kat NeSeat 6ic by a supple- 
ment which avoids the bad Greek of 6v'o "IcOuia and 
might perhaps account for a formal ambiguity in 
Pausanias (see n. 8 below). At the end of x I expect 
P;divopoc - . .-- rather than e.g. dtt Kpoviwvt 

iavatct, but do not know how to provide the last five 
syllables: in Kunze's itAavopoc dyAadc vicd the epithet 
is at variance with the custom of these epigrams. It 
may be that one should consider a different approach, 
?ADidvopoc, oc nore 6tccdc] "EAAavac VItKCV IHvOt[d6ac 
ZoAdtXov], with the last line e.g. 'Ieiapat aOavaTov 
Juv[aduad' l YK' adpeTrd]; on this I observe (a) that the 
advErKe ... VtrKOV which it abandons is characteristic: 
Moretti, Iscrizioni agonistiche greche, nos. 3, 8, 14, I7, 
18, and (aorist participle) 4, 5, 9, i6; (b) that noTr 
should refer to what is securely in the past at the 
time of the dedication (Wade-Gery, J.H.S. liii [I933] 
71-82), and so will have to construe only with VtKWV 
and not with the verb of 4; factually there is no 
difficulty, if Ergoteles dedicated the statue some 
years after his last victory, but I have no parallel for 

otT.e . .. . LKV (noTe vLtKjcac the epigram for Hieron's 
posthumous offering, Paus. viii 42. 9; there is of course 
no reason why if VtKcV be taken as representing the 
imperfect eviKa it should not with a note be antecedent 
to the leading verb). 

[Only after my manuscript was with the printer 
did I become aware of the treatment of the epigram 
by J. Ebert, 'Griechische Epigramme auf Sieger an 
gymnischen und hippischen Agonen', Abh. Sachs. 

Akad., phil.-hist. K1. lxiii 2 (1972), 79-82 (no. 20); 

'EpyoTeArlc ,u' dvarrlK[e LtAdyopoc, oc nore noccv] 
"E,Uavac VtKCWV HvOt[a 6iC 66dlXov] Kail 6td 'OJtvum- 
d6ac, 6[kc 6' "IcO,uta Kai NeLeat bic,] 'Iysepat daOva- 
Tov Cvr[da' dpeTdc E7ropev]. He anticipates two of my 
suggestions (I 'c roeTs, 3 6[1c); he neither shares nor 
dispels my hesitation over c noTe ... VLKtOV. If oc 
zore is in fact right, I prefer my own treatment of 
the rest of the clause.] 

8 Pausanias is formally ambiguous: two each at 
Nemea and the Isthmos, or two at the two together? 
I have supposed this to derive from a similar formal 
ambiguity in the inscription; but I have no doubt 
that the ambiguity is no more than formal, and that 
the writer meant to indicate two victories at each 
venue. 

9 Another formal ambiguity in Pindar's KaL 6lc EK 

IHvO6voc 'IcOjol ze: certainly two at Pytho, but one 
at the Isthmos, or two? I suppose only one: this 
seems the more natural interpretation; and if there 
had been two I should have expected Pindar to leave 
us in no doubt. (The notion that Kat 6kc eK IIvOCvoc 
'IcOlol re could be said of a single Pythian plus a 
single Isthmian victory, making two in all, is perverse; 
and no less perverse for Wilamowitz's tacit acceptance, 
Pindaros 305. The words might conceivably be so 
used by themselves, but not when they follow 
'OAv,urnat: one might perhaps, if a man had won 
once at B and once at C, say 'you have won twice, 
at B and at C'; one could not, if he had also won 
once at A, say 'you have won at A and twice, at B 
and at C'. I say this because apparently it needs 
to be said; but the need passes my comprehension.) 
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inscr. a in Drachmann) and V (the 'Vatican' version, in BCDEQ; inscr. b in Drachmann) :10 

A 'OAvtrLcidSa ti& ev vLKTrcEv ot' (77 = 472) Kai riv '^:c oO' (79= 464), nlv0tda 86 KE 

(25 = 486) Kat "IcOlca o6Loiwoc. 

V ?yowvtcaro ot, (77 = 472) 'OAvLirt3a da Kalt riv Jenc HvOtaSa KO' (29 - 470). 

I begin with the Olympic victories. Both versions place one of them in the 77th 
Olympiad, 472, which we know to be right. The other victory is ignored by V but dated 
by A: dated, however, as 'the next Olympiad, the 79th'. Since the next Olympiad was 
not the 79th but the 78th, one or other of these indications is corrupt. Before the 
Oxyrhynchos list was published (in 1899) the natural thing was to accept r)v efcj and to 
reject '79th'.1 But we now know from the Oxyrhynchos list that this was mistaken: r/)v 
eTjc must be rejected, for the victor in the next Olympiad was not Ergoteles. '79th', on 
the other hand, is the very date, 464, that I have argued on other grounds to be the most 
likely; we have every reason, therefore, to accept it as genuine. The two Olympic victories 
belong to 472 and 464. 

Now the Pythian victories. A gives the 25th Pythiad, 486, which is out of the question. 
V gives the 29th, 470; and this, falling between the two Olympic victories, is entirely 
suitable. K? (29th) and KE (25th) are very similar to the eye, and it is safe to assume 
that the KE' of A is a corruption of KO' and that KO' is genuine; one of the Pythian victories, 
therefore, falls in the 29th Pythiad, 470. For the other victory neither version gives a date. 
All we know for certain is that it comes before the second Olympic victory of 464; if 
Ergoteles came to Himera in 476 we can also assume (what is immaterial to the dating of 
the ode) that it is not as early as 478. We have therefore two alternatives: the 28th 
Pythiad, 474; or the 3oth, 466.12 

If 474 is right, the three victories mentioned by Pindar belong to 474 (Pythia), 
472 (Olympia), and 470 (Pythia); there is then a gap of six years before the second Olympic 
victory of 464, and within that gap comes the ode. If 466 is right, the three victories 
belong to 472 (Olympia), 470 (Pythia), and 466 (Pythia); then a gap of two years before 
the second Olympic victory, and within this gap the ode. We may expect the ode to have 
been performed fairly soon after the last of the major victories it celebrates: either, that is, 
in 470 or in 466. 

Between these alternatives, a performance in 470 and a performance in 466, we have 
so far seen no reason to make a choice. That scholars hitherto have preferred the earlier 
date is due in part at any rate to considerations of political circumstances alluded to in the 
ode.l3 I shall come to these in a moment; but before I do so I shall proceed to the main 
point of my argument. It seems to me certain, from a reconsideration of the scholia, that 

10 It appears from Drachmann that A uses alpha- 
betic numerals and that BCDEQ have the numbers 
written out in full; for ease of comparison I have 
converted these latter to alphabetic numerals. 

11 So Tycho Mommsen in I 864, reading oC' Kat T)~v 
e5?jc or' (78 = 468) and in V o' 'O2vu^zntda Kal Triv 
ijec, HvOdta6a <6e> K0'; then Bergk (I878), Mezger, 
Gildersleeve, Schroeder (1900). 

12 I mention here two aberrant opinions ofBoeckh's, 
both of them popular in the nineteenth century but 
forgotten in the twentieth; I mention them not for 
their own sakes but so that I can account below for 
other aberrations to which they led. First, he con- 
trived to accept both Ke' and KO', so that the victory 
of the 29th Pythiad was the second at Pytho; secondly, 
he dated the Pythian era four years too early and 

so put the 29th Pythiad (and its victory) in 474. The 
first aberration was killed by common sense; the 
second by the uncontestable evidence of the Oxy- 
rhynchos list and Bacchylides and the 'AOrlvaiov 
no2rteita. 

13 No-one indeed seems even to have considered 
466. Before I899 this was natural enough: those 
who thought that the second Olympic victory was in 
468 had to put the ode before 468; those who 
acquiesced in one or both of Boeckh's aberrations 

(see above, n. 12) were at least encouraged to put 
it as soon as possible after the Olympic victory of 
472. Since I899 inertia will have played a part: 
accepted opinions are tenacious of life, even after 
the evidence on which they were founded has 
perished. 
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there are in fact good reasons for anchoring our floating Pythian victory; and that it should 
be anchored not in the traditional 474 but in 466, with the ode therefore in 466. 

Of the two versions of the scholion, A is patently corrupt: of the three dates it gives, 
one certainly is guaranteed, but one is self-contradictory (-7rv Ie-c o0') and the third is 

evidently impossible (the 25th Pythiad, 486). V is not patently corrupt: of the two dates 
it gives, one is guaranteed and the other inherently probable, and the way in which the two 
are related is internally consistent, 'the 77th Olympiad and the next Pythiad, the 29th'- 
the 29th Pythiad, 470, is the next after the Olympiad of 472. It has therefore become the 
custom, since the Oxyrhynchos list was published (and Trv (Ejc shown to be corrupt), to 

disregard A altogether and to build solely on V; and Wilamowitz (Pindaros 305, n. i) set 
the seal on this custom when he accounted for the text of the scholion in A as a corruption 
of the text preserved in V: Kal rr1jv ejc I7v0taSa K' was corrupted first by a miswriting 
KE' for KW'S then by the intrusion of an oG' arising from a 0 written in the margin in 
correction of KE',14 and finally (when all this had happened) by the deliberate insertion of 
a Se to restore some kind of sense. 

It seems to me that this explanation of the two versions of the scholion is manifestly 
false, and this for three separate reasons, each of them, in my judgement, cogent. 

In the first place, the oG' in A gives what does seem to be the true date of Ergoteles's 
second Olympic victory. I find it very unlikely (to say the least) that it should be the result 
of a corruption, however ingeniously explained, and should give the truth only by accident. 

In the second place, the impossible KaC rr)7V Jec o0' of A is not to be mended by con- 
verting it into the Kac TVr)v enkjc HvOta8a K' of V; for Trv ev c IqvLOtaa K0' is equally, if less 
obviously, impossible. The 29th Pythiad, of 470, is certainly the next after the 77th 
Olympiad, of 472; next, but not J;ec: 'ec should be used of an item which is next in the 
same series. An Olympiad is ;7jc after the previous Olympiad, a Pythiad after the previous 
Pythiad; but a Pythiad is not ;E'jc after the previous Olympiad. 

In the third place, nobody so far seems to have asked what the original form of the 
scholion is likely to have been. Ergoteles won two Olympic victories and two Pythian; 
the scholar who wrote the original note had the victor-lists before him, with all four victories 
recorded there. Our scholia are as a rule generous with their information about the 
Olympic and Pythian victories of Pindar's victors; and here, with three of the four victories 
mentioned in the text, there was especial reason to give the fullest information possible. 
I am confident that in the original note all four dates were given; and above all I find it 
inconceivable that when Pindar speaks of two victories at Pytho our Alexandrian scholar 
should have recorded the date of only one. 

The solution, it seems to me, is obvious enough. Both versions of the scholion contain 
the words r7/v JerTc in a position where they make no sense. The words must nevertheless 
have belonged to the original form of the note-they cannot have intruded themselves by 
accident; if they did so belong, they must have formed part of the enumeration of two 
consecutive victories in the same games. The Olympic victories were not consecutive; 
therefore the Pythian victories were, and the scholion recorded the fact. With that, we 
have the answer. The note ran originally 

'OAvt,aSa ... o0' Kat o00, Hv0lSa S K0' rKG L ,v 'Te7C. 

Corruption to our present versions would not be difficult: first, KaCL -r7v ef7c will have been 
transposed into the place of the preceding Kac (one might guess that the words were omitted, 
perhaps through homoeocatarcton before Kal 'Ic9tuta, and then restored in the wrong place): 

')OvLLTTLaa a. . . o' KaL ri7v cqc oG', lIvOtaSa 8E 0 K. 

14 The notion that oO' is the corrupt offspring (in already by Drachmann (ad loc.) in I903 and by 
one way or another) of K0' had been entertained Schroeder in 1923 (ed. mai., appendix, p. 507). 
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A preserves this unchanged, except for a further independent corruption of K0' to KE'. 
But in V someone jibbed at the nonsense of o ' Kal r v E:jCc oG', and so removed it by 
deleting oG'. The E' may have been removed as part of the same deliberate change; or 
it may have been lost by accident in a secondary corruption. Deletion of o0', loss (by 
deletion or accident) of be, and we have what is essentially the scholion as it now is in V :5 

'OAvpITLaaLa . .0 4 Kcat T7TV e^C TIvOaGa& KG/. 

If my arguments here be accepted, the four victories are 472 Olympia, 470 Pythia, 
466 Pythia, 464 Olympia; and the ode will come between the Pythian victory of 466 and 
the Olympic victory of 464. Now I judge the arguments to be cogent of themselves; but 

they are clinched by a further statement in the scholia: on I iral Zrv3c 'EXEvOGepov we have 
the comment (sch. Ia, in A) KaTraAvOev'wv rITv 'IrEpl 'Ipwva dOA-hjcac ~'j&$ EVl K-qCEV OEV r-ov 

'EAEvOe'ptov Ala <. . .), c5c -r'v ZEtKEhLWcTjv KarEAXEVOepcoE'VTwV Tj-c rvpalvvoc. Now Hieron 
died in or about 467, and the Deinomenid tyranny was finally overthrown less than a year 
later, in or about 466. I shall consider later, in the fourth part of this paper, the precise 
dating of these events and the precise sense to be sought from the scholion, but one thing is 
clear from the outset: the victory referred to cannot be earlier than the Pythiad of 466. 
Now the Alexandrian scholar who wrote the original note from which the scholion derives 
will either himself have been responsible for the list of Ergoteles's victories in the prefatory 
note or will have had that list before him as he wrote; and the victory he refers to will 
therefore have been included in that list. This victory cannot, as I say, be earlier than the 

Pythiad of 466; it cannot (assuming, as I think we may, that our man could count) have 
been the second Olympic victory of 464; therefore it was won at the Pythiad of 466, and 

my reconstruction of the list and my dating of the ode are thereby confirmed. 

IV. THE ODE IN ITS HISTORICAL CONTEXT 

The ode begins with an invocation of the 'daughter of Zeus of Freedom, saviour 

Fortune', who is bidden to keep Himera in her care. Clearly this rather unusual invocation 
will have some especial point in the circumstances of the time. 

We know of a number of cults of Zeus Eleutherios in various parts of the Greek world. 

Mostly we know merely of their existence, but in a few cases we know the occasion on which 

they were established: in Samos, after the fall of the tyrant Polykrates; at Plataia, after the 
defeat of the Persians in 479, and so perhaps at Athens too; at Syracuse, after the overthrow 
of the last of the Deinomenid tyrants, Hieron's brother and successor Thrasyboulos.16 
Twice, that is, after deliverance from domination by a tyrant; once after deliverance from 
domination by an invading enemy. 

I have said something already of the history of Himera: the tyrant Terillos was expelled 
in the late 480's by Theron of Akragas, and Himera was then ruled, with notable harshness, 
by Theron's son Thrasydaios; an appeal to Hieron in c. 476 brought only betrayal and 
disaster. The next thing we know of is after Theron's death about four years later. 
Theron was succeeded at Akragas by Thrasydaios; and Thrasydaios mustered a large army, 
of mercenaries, Akragantines, and Himeraians, and prepared for war with Syracuse. 
Hieron took the field against him; and after a major battle, with heavy casualties on both 

sides, defeated him conclusively. Thrasydaios was deposed; the Akragantines established 
a democracy, sued for peace, and were granted it. 

Diodoros recounts all this, beginning with Theron's death, under the year 472/I 
15 I say 'essentially': V has also shuffled the word- o0'; if so, the loss of be is perhaps most likely to be 

order at the beginning and has a different (and part of the same rewriting. 
untypical) verb, r,yovIcaro or' 'OAv,unidia in place of 16 Samos, Hdt. iii 142. 2; Plataia, n. 39 below; 

'OAvtrutd6a IEV eVtiKjcev O'. One might guess that Syracuse, n. 20 below. For other cults see Jessen, 
this happened at the same time as the deletion of R.E. v 2348-50. 
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(xi 53. I-5); but he has no Sicilian events again until five years later, and it is likely that 
he has compressed into the single year the events of a longer period. Now in Pythian i, 
composed for Hieron's chariot-victory of 470, there is a passage which has often been taken, 
and in my judgement must be taken, to refer to the defeat of Thrasydaios. After speaking 
of earlier battles in which Hieron had fought, 'when by the gods' devising they found them 
honour such as none in Hellas reaps, a lordly crown for their wealth' (the battles that is in 
in which the Deinomenidai established themselves as the leading power in Sicily), Pindar 
goes on: 'but now he has gone to war after the fashion of Philoktetes; and of necessity even 
one who was lordly has fawned on him as a friend.'7 In the context this battle, in which 
Hieron (ill though he was) took the field in person, must be one of major importance: 
inevitably, I think, the battle in which the Akragantines, the one power now remaining to 
dispute Hieron's dominance of the whole of Hellenic Sicily, were defeated and sued for 
peace. And the sentence begins vvv ye dav: I should suppose the battle to have been pretty 
recent at the time when Pythian i was composed. Hieron's Pythian victory was won in the 
late summer of 470, and the ode I suppose is likely to have been performed in the autumn 
of that year: I should judge the likeliest date for the battle to be earlier in 470-at the very 
earliest in 471, but preferably in 470 itself. 

At this time, then, the Akragantines installed a democracy and sued for peace. What 
happened to Himera we are not told, but there can be no room for doubt: independence at 
last from Akragas (whom Hieron will inevitably have deprived of her principal dependency); 
a new constitution; and a treaty with Syracuse. 

Now by the conventional dating Olympian xii comes at the same time as Pythian i, with 
Himera not long released from Akragantine domination. And to this occasion the opening 
words of the ode can obviously be thought peculiarly appropriate: Himera is free, Zeus 
Eleutherios has played his part; it is now up to Fortune-whom Pindar for the occasion 
makes his daughter-to play her part as well, and keep Himera secure in this new-found 
freedom. All this appears to fit admirably; and one can see why scholars have been glad 
to acquiesce in the date 470.18 But let us next consider the situation four years later, at the 
time when I have argued that we must suppose the ode to have been performed, after the 
Pythiad of 466. 

Under the year 467/6 Diodoros narrates the death of Hieron and the succession of his 
brother Thrasyboulos (xi 66. 4); under the following year, 466/5, he narrates the revolution 
in Syracuse and the overthrow of Thrasyboulos (xi 67. i-68. 7). I will come back in a 
moment to the question of Thrasyboulos's dates and their precise relation to the date of the 
ode; but first, in order to form a picture of the situation in Himera at the time, I will 
consider briefly both the circumstances of his fall and the situation in Sicily during the next 
few years. My account derives wholly from Diodoros. 

When the revolution began, Thrasyboulos occupied Ortygia and Achradina with a strong 
force of mercenaries and allies; and there he was besieged by the revolutionaries. These sent 
a request for help 'to Gela, Akragas, and Selinous, and also to Himera and the Sikel cities 
inland'; and help was sent by all-help which comprised infantry, cavalry, and warships.19 

17 P. i 47-52 7 KeV dtfvadcetev olatc Ev noAs'oto historical situation as those who put the ode in 

tazatLc I TraJdovt ?pvXat napetJetv', dvtX' lSVplCKOVTO 470. 
0e6v n7raAuatCc radv I olav oiitc 'ElAdvwav bpenet, | 19 Diod. xi 68. 1-2 apecflevrdc dncTetAav ekc FjeAav 

7.oVrov CTqeapdvo)I'a dye'poxov vvv yse padV rv tv [AOKTrt- al 'AKpdyaVTra Kal 2etvora, np6c 6E rovTroc ek 

rao t'Kav e(pe'rowv I &EcpaTev'O0, cvv 6' davayKat vtv 'I'epav Kat apoC TaC TWOV ZlKCeOV no'etC TdC EV T?Ft 

pli,%ov | Kat TIC erv /eyaadvop ecavev. l UecoyeLot KeUevac, adtowVTc KaTard oc cweele[v Kal 
18 Those who in the nineteenth century misdated cvveAevOepca Tardc EvpaKovcac. ndavToWv 6e poOv'pwc 

the Pythiads (see above, n. 12) put the ode soon v7aKovvOroVT Kat CVrWT'OjCOc aocretAvrcov Twv fIEv 
after the Olympiad of 472; but they supposed the MeCokc Katl i7:E6C CTpa'rTWTac, TOV 6e vai?c /aKpac 
defeat of Thrasydaios to have happened earlier in the KEKOC?pv&aC eic vavaXtlav,, TraxV CwvvXOv 6twapic 
same year, and so were operating with the same daito'Xpecc TroC 2vpaKoC(oLC. 
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There was a battle by sea and a battle by land; defeated in both, Thrasyboulos in the 
end capitulated. The Syracusans set up a democracy; voted to erect a colossal statue of 
Zeus Eleutherios and to establish an annual celebration;20 and also 'freed the other 
cities that were ruled by tyrants or occupied by garrisons, and restored democracies in 
the cities'.21 

But that was not the end of the troubles. Diodoros again (xi 72-3), under 463/2 (three 
years later): immediately after the fall of the tyranny, with freedom restored to all the cities 
in the island, Sicily was for a while at peace and prosperous. But then war and cLractc 

began again: and he proceeds to describe the situation in Syracuse. The cctcLc there was 
between the original citizens and the mercenaries (eEvo) who had been admitted to 
citizenship by Gelon; and these mercenaries repeated Thrasyboulos's behaviour and 
occupied Ortygia and Achradina. They were blockaded there, and were finally defeated 
in a battle which Diodoros does not describe until two years later, under 46I1/60 (xi 76. I-2). 
And then, also under 46I/60, he describes further action against the tyrants' proteges 
elsewhere (xi 76. 3-6): first the Syracusans, and also the Sikels, made an attack on Katane 
alias Aitna (which since c. 476 had been occupied by settlers installed by Hieron), expelled 
Hieron's settlers, and restored the original inhabitants; and then 'those who under Hieron 
had been expelled from their own cities were restored with Syracusan support, and ejected 
those who had wrongfully usurped possession of cities not their own; these included men 
from Gela, from Akragas, and from Himera'.22 Also Kamarina (whose population had 
been deported by Gelon) was refounded by the Geloans; and at the same time Rhegion 
and Messana threw out their tyrants, the sons of Anaxilas. The cities then concerted an 
agreement with the e'vo: these were all settled in the territory of Messana, and other cities 
left to their original inhabitants. 

We can put little trust in Diodoros for the chronology of these later troubles: the events 
he describes under 463/2 and 46I/60 are his only Sicilian events between 466/5 and 459/8,23 
and one may guess that he has concentrated under these two years a series of events that 
were continuous over a period of several years from 466/5.24 But the general picture seems 
fairly clear: first, immediately after the fall of Thrasyboulos, an abandonment of Syracusan 
domination of Sicily and a restoration (at least in the more directly dominated cities) of 
democracies; secondly, a period of some confusion which resulted ultimately in the 

20 Democracy and Zeus Eleutherios appear in 
Diodoros (xi 72. 2) under the year 463/2, but as ante- 
cedents of the events ascribed to that year; there can 
be no doubt that they belong immediately after the 
capitulation (for which time democracy is at least 
implicit in xi 68. 6, cited below, n. 30). 

21 Diod. xi 68. 5 rdc 6e dLAac :nr0d2c -rc rvpavvovudvac 
ir (ppovpdc eXovcac eAevOepo'cavrec dAoKarlecTrcav raIc 
ndo2ec zdac 62yuoKpaTiac. By talc zdOect Diodoros 

ought to mean the Sicilian cities in general, and not 
merely the tyrannized or garrisoned ones (if these 
were meant, one would expect avLrac); but I put no 
great trust in his linguistic precision. 

22 Diod. xi 76. 4 ToVrwov 6' :paXOVTtoV ot KaTa TX)V 
'I4pCovoc 6vvacTeav eKaerCKOTKdEC ?K TOV l6[w0V no'dewv 
eXOVTeC TroV (C<vpaKociovc> cvvaycovlto/Levovc KaTj10ov 
elc Tdc narpiaac, Kat roC d6lKcO C rdc dloxpiac o'iELtc 

dqpljtprtJuevovc edgfa2ov EK TZv nOd'eWo' Trovrwv 6' 

Ijcav FeACitot Kal 'AKpayavxlvot Kat 'I/uEpalol. 
23 Under 459/8 only a brief mention (xi 78. 5) of 

the capture by the Sikel leader Douketios of the small 
inland city of Morgantina; thereafter no Sicilian 
events until 454/3 (xi 86). 

24 The only event for whose date we have any 
control is the refounding of Kamarina, and the 
control is pretty vague. Psaumis of Kamarina, who 
won with the chariot at Olympia in 452, won at an 
earlier Olympiad a victory with the mule-car 
celebrated in Olympians iv [sic: I I oXEwv] and v, and 
the refounding was then still recent: iv II-I2 Ki60C 

opcat cn zEv'Et Katcapivat, v 8 zdv VEOtKOV gEpav, 
13-14 the building of permanent houses still in rapid 
progress. The scholia have no date for the mule-car 
victory (the event was not included in the victor- 
lists); they do in three places give the Olympiad in 
which Kamarina was refounded, but every time the 
figure is corrupt (sch. 0. v 16 ne' = 440/36, I9a 
omitted, I9b cBi' = 612/08). Another scholion (igd) 
affects to infer from certain premises that the mule-car 
victory was won at the 8ist Olympiad, 456; as it 
stands the note is inconsequential, but it could be 
made at least partly consequential if one assumed the 
loss of a premise 'Kamarina was refounded in the 
8oth Olympiad' (n' = 460/56), and the assumption is 
encouraged by the fact that the note is part of the 
comment on 8 zrdv VEOIKOV '6pav. 
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elimination of the aliens imported into the various cities under Hieron and a restoration, as 
far as might be, of the status quo.25 

But I am concerned with events after the tyranny not for their own sake but for the light 
they throw on the situation under the tyranny; and there can be no doubt that in the years 
after 470 Himera, along with the rest of Greek Sicily, had been firmly under Syracusan 
domination. The form taken by this domination is likely to have varied from city to city. 
There were cities under more or less direct Syracusan control, ruled by tyrants (puppets, 
evidently, of the Syracusan tyranny) or held by Syracusan garrisons, and freed only after 
Thrasyboulos had fallen; they would include, presumably, Leontinoi (crowded by Hieron 
with the evicted populations of Katane and Naxos), and doubtless a number of the smaller 
cities such as Akrai and Kasmenai. For Himera, Gela, and Akragas we may assume a 
different situation: these three cities, along with Selinous,26 could between them send to 
the Syracusan insurgents infantry and cavalry anshd warsips, and cities which could send 
these against a tyrant were not, when they sennd them, under that tyrant's direct control. 
On the other hand all three cities had had an obviously considerable number of their 
citizens exiled, and had aliens settled in them in their place: one might conjecture that 
Hieron had established in them some kind of less direct control-a government (democratic, 
apparently, at Akragas) that owed him its establishment and was ready to serve his purposes 
so long as he remained strong, but in the end proved ready to abandon him or his successor 
as soon as the regime showed signs of collapse.27 

Himera, then, will have been subject to Syracusan domination in the years following her 
release from Akragas in c. 470: a pro-Syracusan faction in power; exile for anyone suspected 
of anti-Syracusan leanings; aliens-one may suppose Hieron's veteran mercenaries- 
imported into the city in their stead.28 And then finally, when Thrasyboulos was over- 
thrown, freedom-real freedom this time-from Syracuse in turn. Thrasyboulos was 
overthrown, according to Diodoros, in 466/5; our ode was written, I have maintained, after 
the Pythiad (August or thereabouts) of 466. he e supposition is irresistible that the freedom 
alluded to in the opening invocation is the freedom achieved by Thrasyboulos's overthrow. 
It is time now to seek to date that overthrow more accurately. 

Actual dates for Hieron and Thrasyboulos are provided only by Diodoros: 478/7 
(xi 38. 7), Gelon dies after seven years' rule, Hieron succeeds him and rules for eleven years 
and eight months; 467/6 (xi 66. 4), Hieron dies after eleven years' rule, Thrasyboulos 
succeeds him and rules for one year; 466/5 (xi 68. 4), Thrasyboulos is overthrown. We 
have also a statement of Aristotle (Pol. I315 b 35-8) on the duration of the Deinomenid 
tyranny: c'7 8' ov8' aV'-rr oroAAa' SEivetvEv, aAAa Era cvl47ravTa SvoLv SE'ovra EC'KOCr R'Awv Ev yap 
E7TTra TvUpavvevcac Tf oyo)c Ot TOV f3OV ETEAEVT7cev, 8EKa 8' 'EI`pwv, 9pacvfovAoc Se 

' 
T(R7 EVEKaCTOL 

Pfqvt 'e,7TECEV. 

If we accept Diodoros's dates and the more exact of his two figures for Hieron's rule, 
namely eleven years and eight months, we must say that Hieron acceded in the first four 
months of 478/7 and died in the last four months of 467/6; if we then take for Thrasyboulos's 
rule Aristotle's precise ten months and a fraction, Thrasyboulos will have acceded in the 
last four months of 467/6 and been overthrown between one and two months earlier in 466/5. 

25 A papyrus fragment (P. Oxy. 665 =- F.Gr.Hist. governments: this is what Diodoros's language (n. I9 
577 F. i) provides a tantalizing scrap of evidence for above) would naturally suggest. But I suppose we 
this period of confusion: part of a list of the contents must reckon with the possibility that they were 
of some historical work (Philistos?) which described dealing with fellow revolutionaries, and that there 
various battles between Sicilian cities and the tsvot was some sort of coup in these cities before help was 
(or in one case between the cities themselves). sent. 

26 I do not know what control Hieron may have 28 If we are to trust Diodoros (xi 49.4, cited above, 
exercised over this far western city. n. 4) there was no split between the original citizens 

27 I assume here that the emissaries of the Syra- and Theron's new citizens of c. 476. 
cusan insurgents were dealing with established 
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Now Diodoros identifies his years by the Athenian archon; and if we suppose them therefore 
to be archon-years (and take i July as an approximation to their beginning), Thrasyboulos 
will have acceded between March and June 466 and been overthrown between January 
and May 465. In this case our Pythiad (c. August 466) will fall well within Thrasyboulos's 
period of rule; and unless the ode was not commissioned until several months after the 
victory, it can contain no allusion to his overthrow. 

It is possible of course that the ode was written at some interval after the victory. 
Nevertheless the natural time for it to be commissioned would be at Delphi, immediately 
after the victory was won;29 and if it was, we might expect it to reflect the political 
circumstances at Himera as they were when Ergoteles left home for Delphi, say in July or 
August 466. I think it does; and that Thrasyboulos had already fallen by midsummer 466. 

I think it likely that Diodoros's years for the Deinomenidai are the right ones: dates and 
lengths of rule are at least consistent with one another,30 and we have some sort of confirma- 
tion of one of the dates in the Parian Marble.31 But we have no good reason to equate 
these years with Athenian archon-years: the equation elsewhere is constantly breaking down 
(in favour of years beginning some months earlier) with events which are reliably dated 
from other sources;32 and what is likely to have happened here is that Diodoros (or perhaps 
his source) has loosely equated with Athenian archon-years the possibly very different years 
used by the original authority for his Sicilian dates. Nevertheless this supposition will not 
of itself get us entirely out of the wood: a year begining after the vernal equinox will still 

put Thrasyboulos's fall only three months earlier, between October 466 and February 465; 
even a year beginning after the winter solstice would put it between July and November 466, 
and this (though just reconcilable with my suppositions) would be cutting things very fine. 

It is conceivable, I suppose, that the revolution as Pindar writes is not yet successful but 
merely under way-Thrasyboulos pent up in Ortygia, and troops or ships from Himera 
already dispatched: freedom is not securely with usyet, but it is, or may be, on the way, and 
it depends now on T;Xa whether it does in the end arrive. Conceivable, but I think very 
unlikely: would Pindar really write thus with Himera still on the razor's edge? and would 
Ergoteles have departed for the games with his city's future thus at stake, or arranged to 
celebrate his victory with that future still obscure?33 I think it far more probable that 
Thrasyboulos has fallen already; and the one obstacle to this supposition is Diodoros's 
figure of eleven years and eight months for Hieron's rule. Now this figure clashes irre- 
concilably with Aristotle's figure of ten years, and for that reason is already suspect: 
Aristotle's ten years is unemendable (being part of a total: Gelon seven plus, Hieron ten, 
Thrasyboulos one minus; total eighteen), and if the clash is to be resolved it is Diodoros's 

29 We have of course no evidence for the way in 
which odes were normally commissioned. But the 
difficulty of written communication (if nothing else) 
would make personal contact desirable, and the 
obvious occasion for this would be at the games 
themselves; I should be surprised if Pindar did not 
make a practice of attending the Olympic and 
Pythian festivals with this as one of his motives for 
attending. Our ode is one of two commissioned 
after a victory at the Pythiad of 466 (the other is 
Olympian ix, for Epharmostos of Opous). 

30 The consistency continues thereafter: after 
relating the fall of Thrasyboulos, Diodoros goes on 
(xi 68. 6, still under 466/5) (< zr ndc) . . &. 6ejivaE 
T1rV 6r/ioKpartav ETr czXE6v 6e4KovrTa /sXEpt -IrC ZltovvcLov 
Tvpavv(6oc; he records the beginning of Dionysios's 
tyranny under 406/5 (xiii 96. 4) and his death under 
368/7 (xv 73. 5), and in each place gives the duration 

of his tyranny as 38 years. All this tallies; except 
that I do not know why the cxE6ov (I suppose 
'approximately' rather than 'nearly'). 

31 'L[E']wov O Aetvo,Ev'ovc 2[vpaKo]v[ccC6v] eTvpdvvev- 
cev under 478/7 (F.Gr.Hist. 239, A 53): Gelon by error 
for Hieron? But then Ipwov ... Tervpdvvevcev under 

472/I (A 55), which was right in the middle of his 
tyranny: so much muddle here that the confirmation 
of 478/7 is at best very uncertain. 

32 Constantly, but not consistently: Gomme, A 
historical commentary on Thucydides i pp. 4-5. 

33 There can be no doubt that the ode was per- 
formed at Himera, and not at the festival at Delphi: 
it is an ode not for a Pythian victory but for Himera 
and Ergoteles's whole career. Nor was this little 
masterpiece dashed off (and taught to the singers) 
in a day or two, in the intervals of a congested 
social and religious programme. 
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figure that must be changed. Changed I think it must be: r/ 
' 

V6EKa KGaL rjvac dOKT), will 
be an error (whether of Diodoros himself or of a copyist34) for Erq 8EKa Kaial prjvac OKT1). 

Diodoros's other figure of eleven years will now be a rounding up (by four months) instead 
of a rounding down (by eight); Aristotle's ten years will be a rounding down.35 This 
change made, Hieron's accession will come at some time in the last eight months of the 
year, his death and Thrasyboulos's accession at some time in the first eight months, and 
Thrasyboulos's overthrow at some time in the first seven months. With the Athenian 
archon-year we should still be cutting things fine, with Thrasyboulos's overthrow not before 
July; with a year beginning at any earlier point we shall have all the time we need. 

This change was proposed eighty years ago by Beloch,36 when the one reason for making 
it was the need to resolve the clash between Diodoros and Aristotle. I have added a second 
and I think stronger reason; and I will now proceed to add a third. 

I have referred already, in the third part of this paper, to the scholion (Ia, in A) on the 
opening invocation: KaTaAvOevTcv Trc v TrepL 'INpwva dOAXrcac ijqr] EVtK7CEV' .oEV 6ev 'EAEvOeptov 

ia <. . .>, dc T-JV ZLKEAXwrTv KaTEXEV0EpWOEV7ruV T-C TvpavviOoc, 'the games at which 
he won his victory were subsequent to the overthrow of ol Trepr 'I pwcva; which is why 
(the poet speaks of) Zeus Eleutherios, in view of the Sicilians' release from tyranny'. When 
the ode was dated to 470, this comment was of course dismissed as pure muddle; but once 
one dates the ode to 466 it becomes important evidence. The victory is of course the 
Pythian victory of 466; and the man who made the comment may be assumed to have had 
evidence for the fall of the Syracusan tyranny which either indicated or at any rate was 
compatible with a date before the Pythiad of 466. As it stands, unfortunately, the language 
of the comment might create a suspicion of confusion (which might be either original, the 
fault of the Alexandrian scholar who first composed the note, or secondary, the fault of some 
intermediary who reworded it); and though I do not myself believe that there is confusion 
at all, I must at least expound the problem. The trouble lies in the expression ol Trept 
'IEpcova: this od 'rept rov Selva means originally, of course, 'X's associates', comes commonly 
to mean 'X and his associates', and ends up as a mere futile periphrasis for 'X'. And the 
suspicion would be that o ITrepit 'Iepva here is intended to mean simply 'Hieron', and that 
the writer has confused the death of Hieron (which by any reckoning is earlier than the 
Pythiad of 466) with the fall of the tyranny in the following year. If so, there are two 
possibilities: first, that he dates the victory after Hieron's death and confuses this with the 
fall of the tyranny (in this case the confusion is original and gross); second, that he dates the 
victory after the fall of the tyranny but describes this mistakenly as the fall of Hieron (in 
this case the confusion might only be secondary). Now if either of these possibilities is 
true, it seems to me more likely to be the latter: the confusion is not only a slighter one 
but is paralleled in these same scholia in A on Olympian vi (I65: the Syracusan Hagesias 
av7LtpeOr 'IEpcovoc KaTaAvOevroc; he must of course have been killed when the tyranny was 
overthrown). But I incline myself to think that neither possibility is true, and that the 
writer is using ot -rept 'Ipwova more meaningfully: that he is referring to the fall of the 

34 Most probably, I think, Diodoros: a man who rCt ev6eKaricwt Ptjvl e$Jrecev; for brevity and variety 
is hesitating between an exact 'ten years and eight he omitted 'died in the eleventh' for Hieron and 
months' and an approximate 'eleven years' might 'after ruling for ten months' for Thrasyboulos. If 
easily confuse himself into writing 'eleven years and Gelon died fairly early in his eighth year the total 
eight months'. could be well under nineteen years: say Gelon 7 

35 I do not think one can infer from Aristotle's years 2 months, Hieron 10 years 8 months, Thrasy- 
language (no 'died in the eleventh' for Hieron) that boulos IO months; total I8 years 8 months, which 
he intended Hieron's rule to have lasted an exact Aristotle could then (neglecting the fraction) give as 
ten years. In full it would have been jeAcov piev yap 'eighteen years'. 
,Tcrd <efrT> rvpavveVcac rcit ody66t) rov flov ETreev'rrlcev, 36 Griechische Geschichte, ist ed., i (I893) 445, n. 2. 
6eKa 6' 'Ipcwv <rvpatvvevcac TW ecV68KaeTCt Tov fltov In his second edition he abandoned the suggestion. 
er&EaFT7cev>, OpacvfovAoc 6&<&6Ka yvac rTpavvevcac> 

C 
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tyranny in the year after Hieron's death, but instead of naming the relatively unimportant 
Thrasyboulos has preferred to comprise the whole dynasty, or rather the dynasty after Gelon, 
under a comprehensive 'Hieron's family'.37 

There are then, in all, three ways of explaining the note. On one of them, which 
presupposes a major muddle by the Alexandrian scholar who first composed it, the victory 
is dated after Hieron's death. On the others, which presuppose either a minor muddle, 
perhaps by an intermediary, or no muddle at all, it is dated after the fall of the tyranny; 
and this I believe to be what our Alexandrian scholar intended.38 

I consider finally the question of Zeus Eleutherios: that Fortune should be invoked as 
his daughter is proper enough in any city whose freedom is or has been at stake; it may be 
thought more proper still if in that city Zeus Eleutherios has an actual cult. We cannot 
infer a cult from the invocation; but we may legitimately investigate the possibility of its 
existence. There are three occasions on which its institution might be thought appropriate. 

First, after the defeat of the Carthaginians at Himera in 480. This suggestion is based 
primarily on the analogy of Plataia, where after the defeat of the Persians in 479 the Greeks 
built an altar to Zeus Eleutherios (being so instructed by Delphi) and instituted quadrennial 
games.39 It has been supported by the existence at Himera of the remains of a temple (of 
unknown dedication), imposing for a town of Himera's size, whose completion has been 
dated to 470-460 ;40 and by the conjecture that this might be one of the two temples which 
the Carthaginians were required to build (we are not told where) as part of the peace terms 
of 48o.41 This is all very flimsy indeed: the institution of a cult at this time is of course 
entirely possible; the evidence adduced does nothing to make it more than possible. 

Second, after Himera's release from Akragas in c. 470. This I do not believe. That 
the freedom turned out not to be freedom at all is hardly an objection: as one escapes the 
frying-pan one may not be conscious yet of the temperature of the fire. But I doubt 

37 It may be that the same use is behind the 
mistake in sch. 0. vi 165: that the original note had 
rzTv nepl 'Ipwcva in the sense of 'Hieron's dynasty', 
and that the 'epcowvoc of the scholion is due to someone 
who misunderstood this rcov nesp 'Ipepwva as meaning 
'Hieron'. 

38 I suppose the same facts to be behind the note 
in sch. inscr. b (BCDEQ): Ergoteles, leaving Knossos 
as a result of Cra'cc, came to Himera, Kal Kata,Baftov 
naciAlv rd ev ZtKeAtat npdyauara cractao4neva crpoc 
reAovoc Kai 'Iepcovoc eK6e4a,sevoc elprivrfv EViKrce. 
This is part of the same note in V that we have 
seen to have been arbitrarily rewritten where it deals 
with Ergoteles's dates (p. 28 with n. 5), and I 
suppose there to have been similar arbitrary re- 
writing here (perhaps with subsequent corruption). 
I take the last words to derive from a statement of 
the same facts as in A's (Ia) KaraIvO0evTrcv TCrv nrpl 
'lIpcova adOArcac 'r1 EviKr]cev, with the 'victory' that 
of 466 and the 'peace' that which supervened on 
(eK6eaLevivnC elpijvjc Drachmann) the overthrow of 
the Deinomenidai. What I expect before this is a 
reference to the events which culminated in that 
overthrow; what we have is extraordinary stuff: if 
there was ever cTdcic between Gelon and Hieron 
(sch. P. i 87 qpacl 6 rTov 'Ipwova [Kal] poc rFwcova 
IrV daSecpodv ecTactaKevat Trlc dpXyfc 'esKa) it would 
be described here very oddly (with nppdc), it will 
not have been pan-Sicilian (Himera in particular 
owed no allegiance yet to Syracuse), and it was never 
relevant to Ergoteles if he came to Himera in 476 

with Gelon two years dead. It may be that our 
man has muddle-headedly thrown back (with 
KaTaAapa(bv) to the time of Ergoteles's arrival some 
reference to the revolution against the Deinomenidai, 
and in so doing has garbled it: apo'c (whatever he 
means by it) out of sheer incomprehension of the 
facts, Gelon by what confusion I know not (perhaps 
by an over-confident expansion of 'the Deino- 
menidai'). 

39 Plut. Arist. 20. 4, 21. I; Str. ix 2. 31 = p. 412; 
Paus. ix 2. 5. 

40 P. Marconi, Himera 53. His date of 470-460 
is based on the style of the lion-head rain-spouts; 
from what can be told of the structure of the temple 
itself he puts the beginning of the work in the first 
quarter of the fifth century, and his more precise 
suggestion of 'around 480' seems to be based only 
on guesswork ('presumibilmente') about the length 
of time likely to have been taken over the building. 

41 Marconi, op. cit. 164-5 (he makes no conjecture 
about the deity to whom the temple was dedicated; 
'perhaps to Zeus Eleutherios' Dunbabin, The western 
Greeks 429). The peace terms are given by Diodoros 
(xi 26. 2) as follows (the subject is Gelon): enpdQato 
6e trap' avTov dTac -c v to'd,eAuov yeyevyn9lvac c6advac, 
dpyvpiov h6tczIta Ta'avra, Keat 6vo vaov)c npoceta4ev 
otKo6do/rcaa KaO' o9c get Trd crVWTiKac dvaxTEOvat. I 
should have guessed myself that the temples were to 
be at Syracuse and Akragas: one text of the treaty 
for each of the two allied powers. 
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whether even at the time the deliverance would have seemed enough of a deliverance to call 
for the institution of such a cult. The opponents of Akragas had been massacred, six years 
or so before; the survivors of the original citizens would be either, one supposes, acquiescent 
in Akragantine domination or at any rate unlikely to welcome a switch to the Hieron who 
had proved so treacherous at the time of the massacre; and the new citizens of after the 
massacre were Theron's own importation. I cannot conceive that enthusiasm for the new 
order would be very marked. 

Third, after the fall of Thrasyboulos in 466. Here we have at once the parallel of 
Syracuse: whose citizens at this very time voted for a colossal statue of Zeus Eleutherios and 
an annual and elaborate festival of the Eleutheria on the anniversary of Thrasyboulos's 
overthrow (Diod. xi 72. 2). The fall of the Deinomenidai was the beginning of a new era 
not only for Syracuse but for the whole of Sicily; at Himera too a new cult of Zeus Eleutherios 
would be easy to understand. 

The invocation, as I have said, in no way presupposes a cult; but if there was a cult, it 
may well have been instituted in 466. Conceivably it was already in existence, instituted 
when the threat of servitude to the barbarian was averted in 480; but if it was, there can 
be no doubt that it took on new meaning now in 466, with the ending this time of no mere 
threat of servitude but of long years of servitude itself. 

V. CONCLUSION 

I will end by running briefly once more through the first two stanzas of the ode in this 
new context. 

'I pray you, daughter of Zeus of Freedom, keep in your care Himera in her widespread 
might, o saviour Fortune.' The Himeraians are free at last, after long years of subjection 
to tyrants, domestic and foreign; whether or no they have signalled their gratitude by a cult, 
it is to Zeus Eleutherios and his aid that they owe their freedom, and the Fortune who is 
besought to guard it hereafter is named for that purpose as his daughter. And Himera is 
(or is to be: for this is a prayer) EVpvc0Evr7c: no likely word at ordinary times for a city as 

undistinguished as this, but it will strike a chord in men who have just emerged from 
subjection into real c0evoc (in whatever measure) of their own. 

'Yours is the piloting of swift ships on the sea, and on land of rapid warfare and gatherings 
where men give counsel': the words come well when in the winning of freedom all these 
elements have successfully played their part.42 

'While men have their hopes tossed often up, and now down, as they cleave a sea of 
vain illusion, and none yet on earth has found a sure token from the gods about an issue 
that is to be, and their perception of what is to come is blind. Men have found many a 
thing fall out contrary to their judgement, to the reverse of delight; while others have met 
with grievous squalls and then in a moment got abundant good in place of hurt.' In part, 
of course, this is looking forward to Ergoteles's own case: his disaster in Knossos, turning, 
against all expectation, into security and distinction at Himera. But in part it is looking 
back to Himera herself and to all the unforeseen vicissitudes of recent years: the expulsion 
of Terillos turning into subjection to Akragas; then defeat by Hieron turning into release 
from Akragas, but this again into subjection to Hieron instead; and now at last real freedom 
once again. 

W. S. BARRETT 
Keble College, Oxford 

42 Himera was one of the four cities who between (see above, n. 19); I like to think (but have no 
them sent ships and troops to the Syracusan insurgents means of proving) that she herself sent both. 
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